
Entry 1
Simple sentences

Word order in simple statements

STRUCTURE = She likes apples.

The order of words in many simple statements is

subject + verb + object:

SUBJECT + VERB + OBJECT

I enjoy good food.

Karim is watching TV.

Some verbs (e.g. go) do not have an object:

I am going.

Ann is swimming.

Some verbs (e.g. like) always need an object:

I like music.

Note that after the verb be, we can use an object or

an adjective:

Sunita is a doctor.

My house is small.

§See OPGBasic Unit 28

STRUCTURE = He speaks slowly.

Another structure used in simple statements is

subject + verb + adverb. Adverbs used in this

position are often adverbs of manner (those that

describe how something is done, e.g. well, badly,
quickly, carefully):

SUBJECT + VERB + ADVERB

He walks quickly.

The children are waiting quietly.

There are three other possible positions for adverbs:

• Before the subject: Sometimes she gets very tired.

• Between the subject and the verb: I sometimes
read a newspaper.

• Between a modal or auxiliary and the main verb:

I can sometimes play this game very well.

§See OPGBasic Unit 28 n See TGGB pp. 202–3

STRUCTURE = My bag is heavy.

Another structure used in simple statements is

subject + verb + adjective. We can use an adjective

after be:

SUBJECT + VERB + ADJECTIVE

They are hungry.

Natalia is tired.

Other verbs used in this structure include look,
feel, taste, smell, sound:

She looks happy.

I feel cold.

§See OPGBasic Unit 65 n See TGGB pp. 200–1

STRUCTURE = He lives in London.

In simple statements we can use the structure

subject + verb + prepositional phrase.

The phrase can start with a ‘preposition of place’

(e.g. in, on):

SUBJECT + VERB + PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE

I live in Birmingham.

The key is in your pocket.

Or a ‘preposition of movement’ (e.g. into, to):

They are walking to the town centre.

The bus goes past the park.

Or a ‘preposition of time’ (e.g. every, last, next):

I work every day.

§See OPGBasic Units 78–9
n See TGGB pp. 253–63

Word order in instructions

STRUCTURE = Keep left.

The word order in instructions is verb +
complement:

VERB + COMPLEMENT

Turn right at the post office.

Remember your passport.

See ‘Imperatives and negative imperatives’, p. 4.
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There is/are + noun
(+ prepositional phrase)

STRUCTURE = There's a twinkle in his eye!

We use there + be to talk about the existence of

something, in the structure there is/are + noun (+
prepositional phrase):

there +

is/are
NOUN + PREPOSITIONAL

PHRASE

There’s a supermarket in this street.

There are regular trains to London.

We also use there + be to talk about when things

happen:

There’s a bus to York at 6 o’clock.

And to talk about the number of people or things in

a place or group:

There are ten students in our class.

TIP:We often use there + be before a/an, some,
and any:
There's a dog in the garden. (NOT A dog is in the
garden.)

TIP: We do not use there to talk about the same
thing again. We use singular it or plural they:
There's a supermarket in this street. It's open until
midnight.
There are regular trains to London. They leave
from Central Station.

§See OPGBasic Units 2, 56 n See TGGB p. 6

Yes/no questions

STRUCTURE = Do you know the address?

Here are some yes/no questions:

Are you feeling cold? Have you got any children?

Do you like jazz?

They are called yes/no questions because the answer

is, or starts with, either yes or no:

‘Are you feeling cold?’ ~ ‘Yes, I am.’

‘Have you got any children?’ ~ ‘No, I haven’t.’

We form yes/no questions like this:

• We put the verb be before the subject:
be + SUBJECT + COMPLEMENT

Are you busy?

Is she ready?

• Or we put a modal auxiliary verb (be, have, will,
shall, can, may, etc.) before the subject:
MODAL +

AUXILIARY

SUBJECT + VERB

Is Imran leaving?

Can you swim?

TIP: Only put one verb before the subject:
Is her father working today? (NOT Is working her
father today?)
Has your brother got any children? (NOT Has got
your brother any children?)

• If there is no auxiliary verb, we put do or does
before the subject and use the infinitive without

to:
do + SUBJECT + INFINITIVE

Do you remember me?

Do you work in London?

Does Ali like ice cream?

TIP: We do not put do with other auxiliary verbs:
Can you swim? (NOT Do you can swim?)

§See OPGBasic Unit 29 n See TGGB pp. 106–7

For information on auxiliary verbs:
§See OPGBasic Unit 27 n See TGGB pp. 71–91

wh- questions

STRUCTURE = What time is it?

We use what and which to ask about things. We

normally use what when there are many possible

answers, and which when there is a small number

of possible answers:

What’s her name? Which newspaper do you like to
read? Which school does Kazu go to?

We use who to ask about people:

‘Who is our teacher today?’ ~ ‘It’s Tom today.’

When we form questions we normally put a form

of be or a verb such as can, will, or do after who,
what, and which:

Who’s in the classroom? Who can speak Chinese?

What does your father do?

§See OPGBasic Unit 31 n See TGGB pp. 16, 110
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Question words: what/who/where/
when/how much/how many

STRUCTURES = Where are you? How much
money do you need?

Where, when, why, and how are also question

words. We use them like this:

• We use where to ask about places: ‘Where is
Mike?’ ~ ‘He’s at home.’

• We use when to ask about times and dates:

‘When do you stop work?’ ~ ‘At 5 o’clock.’

• We use why to ask about the reason for

something: ‘Why is Mary taking a taxi?’ ~

‘Because her car isn’t working.’

• We use how to ask ‘in what way?’: How do you

say this word?

TIP: We also use how to ask about people's
health or happiness:
'Hello. How are you?' ~ 'I'm fine thanks.'

Questions with where, when, why, etc. normally

have the same word order as yes/no questions. In

questions with be, we put the subject after be:

QUESTION WORD + be + SUBJECT + COMPLEMENT

Why is Paul angry?

Where are they?

In questions with a verb such as will, can, ormust,
we put the subject after the auxiliary/modal verb:

QUESTION WORD + VERB+ SUBJECT + VERB

How can I help?

How will she get there?

In questions with a Present Simple or Past Simple

verb, we put a form of do before the subject:

QUESTION WORD + do + SUBJECT + VERB

Where does she live?

Why did you phone Jo?

TIP:We often ask questions with how + adjective/
adverb:
How old is your sister?
How tall are you?
How often do you go jogging?

§See OPGBasic Units 30, 32 n See TGGB p. 108

Contracted form of auxiliary

STRUCTURES = I'm, you're, won't, etc.

We commonly use contractions, or short forms, of

be, have, and other auxiliaries with not. These
short forms show the pronunciation of informal

speech. They are common, and correct, in informal

writing, such as friendly letters and emails.

POSITIVE CONTRACTIONS

I am ? I’m

you are ? you’re

he is ? he’s

we are ? we’re

I have ? I’ve

you have ? you’ve

she has ? she’s

we have ? we’ve

NEGATIVE CONTRACTIONS

are not ? aren’t

is not ? isn’t

have not ? haven’t

has not ? hasn’t

do not ? don’t

does not ? doesn’t

cannot ? can’t

must not ? mustn’t

With be, two negatives are common:

you’re not / you aren’t she’s not / she isn’t

TIP: There is no contraction amn't. In questions,
am not becomes aren't:
I'm late, aren't I?
BUT I'm not late. (NOT I aren't late.)

TIP: Negative contractions are possible at the
ends of sentences:
'It's raining.' ~ 'No, it isn't.'

BUT we don't use positive contractions at the ends
of sentences:
'You're early.' ~ 'Yes, we are.' (NOT 'Yes, we're.')

TIP: Don't confuse the contraction it's (= it is or it
has) with the possessive its:
The cat isn't hungry. It's only eaten half its food.

TIP: Don't confuse the contraction who's (= who
is or who has) with the possessive whose:
Who's the woman in the green coat?
Whose car is that?
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§See OPGBasic Units 1, 3, 5, 39–48
n See TGGB pp. 2–3, 277

For information on auxiliary verbs:
§See OPGBasic Unit 27 n See TGGB pp. 71–91

Imperatives and negative
imperatives

STRUCTURES = Stop!, Don't touch!

Imperatives are like infinitives without to:

Come in! Have a cup of tea.

Turn left at the post office.

We form the negative like this:

Don’t touch! It’s hot. Don’t forget your hat!

We use the imperative:

• to give instructions: Go past the park and the

station is on your right.

• to give warnings: Look out! There’s a car coming.

• to give advice: Have a rest. You look tired.

• to ask people to do things: Come in and sit down.

Listen to this song.

• to make offers: Have another cup of tea.

• to wish things: Have a nice holiday.

TIP: We can say please after an imperative to be
polite:
Listen to me, please.

However, in a social context it is better not to use
the imperative, even with 'please', to ask for
things. It is more polite to use a question form:
Can you tell me the time, please? (NOT Tell me the
time, please.)

§See OPGBasic Unit 8 n See TGGB p. 142

Noun phrases

Regular and common irregular
plurals of nouns

days, books, men, women

We form the plurals of most nouns by adding -s:

student ? students book ? books

But we form the plurals of some nouns differently.

After -s, -ss, -sh, -ch, and -x we add -es:

bus ? buses

When a noun ends in a consonant + y, the y

changes to -ies:

family ? families

Nouns ending in -f or -fe have the plural -ves:

loaf ? loaves

Some nouns have irregular pluals. These are the

most common:

man?men woman? women child? children

person ? people foot ? feet tooth ? teeth

sheep ? sheep fish ? fish penny ? pence

§See OPGBasic Unit 51, Appendix 1
n See TGGB p. 188

Very common uncountable nouns

weather, traffic

Most nouns have singular and plural forms (cat/

cats, dog/dogs). We call these nouns countable

nouns, because we can count them:

one cat two cats three books four men

But some nouns have only one form. We call these

uncountable nouns, because we cannot count

them. Here are some of the most common

uncountable nouns:

money bread weather traffic water rain

Uncountable nouns do not have a plural form:

petrol (NOT petrols) bread (NOT breads) Would you

like plain rice or pilau rice? (NOT plain rices)

TIP: We do not use a or one, two, three, etc.
before uncountable nouns, but we can use some/
any, the, much, more, and my/your, etc.
We need to buy flour and sugar.
Add the butter and stir. Serve with some bread.
(NOT a butter) (NOT three breads)

TIP: Some nouns can be countable or
uncountable.
Her hair is red. (uncountable)
There’s a hair in my kebab. (countable)
I drink too much coffee. (uncountable)
Two coffees, please. (countable)

§See OPGBasic Units 53–4, Appendix 1
n See TGGB pp. 147, 190–1
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Personal pronouns

I you he she it we you they
me you him her it us you them

We use pronouns (e.g. I, you, he, she) to replace

nouns:

David has a new job. He is enjoying it.

In the sentence above, he refers to the subject

(David) and it refers to the object (his job).

We use me, him, etc:

• as objects: Pawel doesn’t like me. Help him.

• after prepositions: Look at me. Is that for us?

• after be: ‘Who’s there?’ ~ ‘It’s me.’ ‘Is that

Imran?’ ~ ‘Yes, that’s him.’

We use it in both subject and object positions for

things, for animals, and for the weather, time, days,

dates, and distances.

It’s hot today. I’m studying English. I enjoy it.

TIP: We don't usually leave out personal
pronouns:
'What languages do you speak?' ~ 'I can speak
some German.' (NOT 'Can speak …')
'Is your room OK?' ~ 'Yes, I like it.' (NOT 'Yes, I
like.')

§See OPGBasic Unit 55 n See TGGB pp. 180–1

Demonstratives

STRUCTURES = this banana that apple
these grapes those oranges

This, that, these, and those are called
demonstratives. This and that are used with

singular nouns. These and those are used with

plural nouns.

I like this house. Those apples are delicious.

We can use demonstratives without a noun, when

the meaning is clear:

Who said that? Look at these.

We use this and these to talk about things that are

near to us. We use that and those to talk about

things that are not near.

Look, that’s a better table. This one is dirty.
Those dresses hanging over there look interesting.
They’re nicer than these ones.

Things that are happening now are near to us in

time, so we use this and these. Things that are
finished are not near to us in time, so we use that or
those.

That talk he gave last week was excellent, but this one
has gone on too long.

These shops are better than those we went to last
week.

TIP: We can use this to introduce people and to
introduce ourselves on the telephone:
This is my brother, Carlos.
Hello, this is Jo. Can I speak to Kim?

§See OPGBasic Unit 52 n See TGGB pp. 160–1

Determiners of quantity

STRUCTURES = some shops a lot of rain

Determiners are words that come at the beginning

of noun phrases. They help to show which, or how

many, people or things we are talking about.

Determiners showing which people or things we

are talking about include articles (a/an, the);
demonstratives (this, that, etc.); and possessives

(my, your, etc.).

Determiners of quantity – showing how many

people or things, or how much of something, we

are talking about – include some, any, no; enough;

all, each, every; both, either, neither; much, many, a

little, a few; and a lot of, lots of.

We use some and any with uncountable and plural

nouns. They mean ‘a limited number or quantity’.

We use some in positive sentences:

I’d like some water. Here are some flowers.

And any in negative sentences or in questions:

There aren’t any trains today.
Have you got any coffee?

A lot of and lots of are very common in informal

English. They mean the same:

I haven’t got a lot of time just now.

He’s got lots of time now he has finished his exams.

We can use both a lot of and lots of before singular
(uncountable) or plural nouns:

A lot of his work is good.

Lots of his stories have been published.
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TIP: a lot of / lots of + singular noun takes a
singular verb:
A lot of his work is good.
Lots of his work is good. (NOT Lots of his work are
good.)

a lot of / lots of + plural noun takes a plural verb:
A lot of his ideas are good. (NOTA lot of his ideas is
good.)
Lots of his ideas are good.

§See OPGBasic Units 54, 60, 61, 64
n See TGGB pp. 159, 162–4, 166, 168–77

Indefinite article a/an with singular
countable nouns

an apple a pen

A and an are called ‘indefinite articles’. We use a/an
with singular nouns:

He was reading a book.

We use a/an when it isn’t necessary to make clear

which particular thing we are talking about:

When I arrived, John was reading a book. (There are

lots of books. John was reading one of them.)

Usually we use a before a word beginning with a

consonant (b, c, d, etc.) and an before a word

beginning with a vowel (a, e, i, etc.)

However, it is the pronunciation that determines

the choice, so that we use a before u when it sounds

like you, before one, and before eu. And we use an
before hour, which sounds like our.

a university a one-pound coin a European city

an hour’s wait

TIP: We use a/an only before singular countable
nouns. Do not use a/an with plural or uncountable
nouns:
(NOT a water) (NOT an air) (NOT a houses)

§See OPGBasic Units 49–50
n See TGGB pp. 145–58

Definite article the

the floor the door

The is called the ‘definite article’. We use the with
singular or plural nouns:

the book the books

And we can use the with uncountable nouns:

The water is in the fridge.

We use the when it is clear which person or thing

we are talking about:

She is in the kitchen. (= the kitchen in this house)

I must go to the bank. (= my bank, where I keep my

money)

We do not use the before plural nouns or
uncountable nouns when we are talking about

things in general, rather than particular things:

Do you like music? (= any music)

I think education is very important.

We often use a/an to talk about a person or thing

for the first time, and the when we talk about the

person or thing again:

A man walked up to a policeman. The policemen

greeted him.

TIP: We do not use a/an or the before names of
languages, meals, most cities, countries and
streets, and stations and airports:
She speaks Spanish. (NOT She speaks the
Spanish.)
What time shall we have lunch?
She went from Heathrow Airport into central
London.

§See OPGBasic Units 49–50
n See TGGB pp. 145–58

Possessives

my your his her its our their

The possessives my, your, etc. are sometimes

referred to as determiners and sometimes as

possessive adjectives. We use them to show which

person or thing we are talking about:

This is my coat. John’s visiting his parents.

They don’t change according to whether we are

using the singular or the plural:

He is our friend. We are going to see our friends
Nadim and Jen this afternoon. (NOT … ours friends)

We often use these possessives with parts of the

body, and with clothes:

Sunil has broken his arm. (NOT Sunil has broken the

arm.)

She was wearing her coat.
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TIP:We do not use a/an or the with possessives:
This is my house. (NOT This is a my house.)

§See OPGBasic Unit 57 n See TGGB pp. 182–4

Verb forms and time markers in
statements, interrogatives,
negatives, and short forms

Simple present tense of: be/have/
do; common regular verbs

STRUCTURE = I am from Zaire.

We form the simple present of be like this:

POSITIVE NEGATIVE QUESTION

I am/’m am/’m not Am I …?

you, we, they are/’re are/’re not/aren’t Are you/we/they …?

he, she, it is/’s is/’s not/isn’t Is he/she/it…?

In speech, we usually use the short forms.

We usually use be:

• to say who we are: I’m Mahmoud and this is my

friend Ahmed. We’re from Iran.

• to talk about the weather, time, places, and

people’s ages: It’s hot today. It’s half past four.

Milan is in the north of Italy. Pip’s 23 years old.

• to talk about how we feel: I’m happy. Is the dog

thirsty?

• to greet people and to apologize: ‘Hello. How are

you?’ ~ ‘I’m fine thanks. How are you?’ I’m sorry

I’m late.

• to describe things: These photos are bad.

We use there is, there are to say that something

exists, especially to say where something is or when

things happen.

There’s a dog in the garden.

There aren’t any buses on Sunday.

§See OPGBasic Units 1–2, 56
n See TGGB pp. 1–3, 6–7

STRUCTURE = She has black hair.

We form the simple present of have like this:

POSITIVE NEGATIVE QUESTION

I/you/we/they have don’t have Do I/you etc. have…?

he/she/it has doesn’t have Does he/she/it have…?

We use have:

• to talk about possession: We have an old house.

• to talk about our families: Jane has a brother and

two sisters.

• to describe people: She has blue eyes.

• to say that we are not feeling well: I have a

headache.

TIP: We use have + noun in a lot of common
expressions to talk about actions:
I usually have breakfast at seven o’clock.
I have a shower every morning.

§See OPGBasic Units 85–6 n See TGGB pp. 10–11

STRUCTURE = My husband does the ironing.

We form the simple present of do like this:

POSITIVE NEGATIVE QUESTION

I/we/you/they do don’t do Do I/you etc. do …?

he/she/it does doesn’t do Does he/she/ it do…?

We often use do in sentences about working

(including housework), or about particular jobs:

Gordon does the accounts every Friday.

I do the ironing in front of the TV.

§See OPGBasic Unit 86 n See TGGB p. 280

STRUCTURES = He works in the evening. Do
you like music?

We form the simple present of regular verbs like

this:

POSITIVE NEGATIVE QUESTION

I/we/you/they work don’t work Do I/you etc. work?

he/she/it works doesn’t work Does he/she/it work?

If a verb ends in -ch, -o, -sh or -ss, we add -es after
he/she/it:

I watch ? he watches they go ? it goes

If a verb ends in a consonant + y, we use -ies after
he/she/it:

I study ? he studies you fly ? it flies

We use the simple present:

• to talk about things that happen regularly: He

plays golf every day.

• to talk about things that are always true: The sun

rises in the east.
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• to talk about feelings and opinions: Do you like

music?

• to talk about thoughts: I don’t think she likes her

new job.

§See OPGBasic Units 3–4, Appendix 2
n See TGGB pp. 14–20, 26–9

Have got indicating possession

STRUCTURE = I've got a car.

We use have got in many of the same situations in

which we use have. We can use have got:

• to talk about possession: We’ve got a house in

Spain.

• to talk about our families: Jane’s got a brother

and a sister.

• to describe people: She’s got blue eyes.

• to say that we are not feeling well: I’ve got a

headache.

TIP:We don’t usually use have got + noun to talk
about actions:
I have a shower every morning. (NOT I’ve got a
shower every morning.)

§See OPGBasic Unit 85 n See TGGB p. 10

Present continuous of common
regular verbs

STRUCTURE = He's watching TV.

We form the present continuous (also called the

‘present progressive’) with be + -ing form.

To make the -ing form, we usually add -ing to the

base form of the verb:

listen ? listening

But notice these irregular spellings:

lie ? lying make ? making shop ? shopping

travel ? travelling

For details on the spelling of the -ing form, see

OPGBasic Appendix 2.

We use the present continuous:

• to talk about actions and situations in progress

now: The bus is coming. What are you doing?

• to talk about actions and situations in progress

around now, but not exactly at the moment we

speak: I’m learning Spanish. I’m not sleeping very

well.

TIP: We don’t usually use these verbs in the
present continous: like, know, hate, love,
understand, believe, mean, remember, want,
need, prefer, seem.
I like tennis. (NOT I'm liking tennis.)
I know your sister. (NOT I'm knowing your sister.)

TIP: We cannot use think in the present
continuous to express opinions but we can use it
to talk about actions:
I think he’s nice. (NOT I'm thinking he's nice.)
BUT She’s thinking about the film.

We cannot use have in the present continuous to
talk about possessions but we can use it to talk
about actions:
I have a ticket. (NOT I'm having a ticket.)
BUT I'm having breakfast.

§See OPGBasic Units 5–7, Appendix 2
n See TGGB pp. 21–9

Contracted forms of: subject and
auxiliary; auxiliary and negative

STRUCTURE = They're having lunch.

STRUCTURE = We don't eat meat.

See Simple sentences, ‘Contracted form of

auxiliary’, above p. 3.

Modals:

can + bare infinitive to express ability

STRUCTURE = He can drive.

Modals are auxiliary verbs such as can, could, and

must, used with another verb to say what is

possible, permitted, etc. After modals we use an

infinitive without to.

We form sentences with can like this:

SUBJECT + can + INFINITIVE

I can swim.

He can write well.

TIP: We do not use to before the infinitive:
(NOT I can to swim.)

The form of can does not change:(NOT He cans
write well.)
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In the negative the structure is:

She cannot/can’t swim.

To make questions we put can before the subject:

can + SUBJECT + INFINITIVE

Can you swim?

Can I help you?

We use can and can’t to talk about things we are

able to do (or not to do) generally:

She can speak Japanese. He can’t cook.

We also use can and can’t to talk about things we

are able to do at the moment:

I can see the moon.

To talk about the past we use could:

He could swim when he was very young.

TIP: Can does not have an infinitive or a past
participle. Instead we use be able / been able +
infinitive with to. (These are not modals.)
I want to be able to speak Portuguese. (NOT I want
to can speak Portuguese.)
I have never been able to play ball games. (NOT I
have never could play ball games.)
I’ll be able to drive soon.

When we talk about a person’s ability to do

something in the future, we use will be able to:

The baby will be able to talk soon.

§See OPGBasic Unit 39 n See TGGB pp. 78–9

would + like for requests

STRUCTURE = She'd like some tea.

We often use would in the expression I’d like (= I
would like) to ask for things. It is more polite than

I want.

I’d like a return ticket, please.

I’d like a seat by the window.

We can offer things with would you like …?

Would you like a drink?

Would you like me to show you the way?

We can use would like to to talk about things that

people want to do:

I’d like to be a doctor.

What would you like to do on Sunday?

TIP: Don’t confuse would like (= 'want') and like
(= 'enjoy'). Compare:
I’d like some coffee, please. (NOT I like some
coffee, please.)
I like coffee, but I don't like tea.
Would you like to go swimming today? (NOT Do
you like to go swimming today?)
Do you like swimming?

§See OPGBasic Units 93–4 n See TGGB p. 88

Use of on, off, in, out

STRUCTURES = Switch the light off. Way out

On, off, in, and out are used as prepositions or

sometimes, as in the case of off in the structure

‘Switch the light off’, as adverb particles. Adverb

particles are used with verbs to form ‘phrasal verbs’,

such as put on, get off, drop in, and look out. The

meanings of phrasal verbs are not always clear from

the two parts. Students should use a dictionary for

help with their meanings.

Off and out can also be prepositions of movement,

as in the following examples:

He jumped off the bridge. She moved out of his way.

On and in are prepositions of place. We use on
with two-dimensional surfaces, like floors, tables,

walls, or ceilings. We use in with three-dimensional

spaces, like boxes, rooms, towns, or countries:

Jorge put the book on the table. The butter is in the

fridge.

They can also be prepositions of time:

I’ll be at home on Monday.

The house is very dark in the winter.

§See OPGBasic Units 78, 87
n See TGGB pp. 253–63

Adjectives

Common adjectives after be

STRUCTURE = I'm hot.

Adjectives usually give added information about

people or things. We use them after be (and after

some other verbs, including become, get, seem,

look, and feel).
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The most common adjectives include:

hot good

cold bad

young happy

new tired

old

The water is cold. I am tired.

If we use two or more adjectives after the verbs

above, we put and before the last adjective.

He’s tall, dark and handsome. You look well and

happy.

§See OPGBasic Unit 27 n See TGGB pp. 199–201

Adverbs and prepositional
phrases

Common prepositions and
prepositional phrases of place

STRUCTURES = at home, on the left, in the
kitchen

We use prepositions when we are talking about

places and times. The most common prepositions

are at, in, on, and to.

We use:

• in with enclosed spaces (e.g. rooms, buildings)

and limited areas (e.g. towns, parks, countries):

in my pocket in her car in Germany

• on with surfaces (e.g. walls, floors, shelves) and

lines (e.g. paths, coasts, the equator): on the grass

on the line on the third floor

• at to show where something happens, used with

a particular location, or with a building when we

mean either inside or outside:We first met at the
bus stop. Let’s meet at the cinema.

TIP: Note that we say in a car but on a bus/train/
plane/ship.
Reesha came in a taxi, but I came on the bus.

§See OPGBasic Units 27, 78
n See TGGB pp. 253, 258–9, 278–9

Simple adverbs of place, manner,
and time

here there now slowly

Some adverbs tell you where something happens.

We call these adverbs of place.

We use here with the meaning ‘in or to this place/

the place where the speaker is’.

I’m staying here until 3.00.
Come here, I want to speak to you.

We use there with the meaning ‘in or to that place/

another place, away from where the speaker is’. We

also use there with the meaning ‘in or to a place

previously mentioned’.

Stay there while I take a picture of you.

I lived in France for a year and I made a lot of friends

when I was there.

Other common adverbs describing a place or

movement in a particular direction are:

abroad inside

ahead outside

away nearby

back forward(s)

in backward(s)

out

Send him away! Let’s go inside – it’s too cold out

here.

Some adverbs tell you how someone or something

does an action. We call these adverbs of manner.

These usually end with -ly, and they can come after

the verb or after an object.

Please drive slowly through the town.

He closed the door quietly.

To form -ly adverbs, we usually add -ly to an

adjective:

slow ? slowly complete ? completely

If the adjective ends with -y, the adverb ends with

-ily:

happy ? happily easy ? easily

If the adjective ends with -ble, the adverb ends in

-bly:

comfortable ? comfortably possible ? possibly

Some adverbs are irregular:

good ? well fast ? fast hard ? hard
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Some adverbs tell you when something happens.

We call these adverbs of time. The most common

are: now, then, soon, often, never.

We must go now. See you soon!

For information on the position of adverbs in a

sentence, see Entry 2, ‘Word order with adverbs

and adverbial phrases’, p. 22.

§See OPGBasic Units 27, 73, 75, 77, Appendix 4
n See TGGB pp. 199, 202–3

Use of intensifier very

STRUCTURE = I am very angry.

Very is another adverb. We can use it before an

adjective to make the adjective stronger. (It acts as

an intensifier.)

We were very tired after the lesson.

I felt very nervous before the exam.

§See OPGBasic Unit 76 n See TGGB pp. 203, 281

Discourse

Sentence connectives

then next

Then and next are adverbs. (They are also
sometimes used as adjectives.) They tell you when

something happens in a sequence of events:

I spent some time in London, then I moved to

Birmingham.

They can be used to connect two sentences, or two

parts of a sentence:

First the lights went out. Next, I heard the sound of

voices. To make the salad, first you chop the

tomatoes, then you add the garlic.

§See OPGBasic Unit 75
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